
 

Director General  

Department of Conservation 

Private Bag 3072 

Hamilton 3240 

Attn: Brooke Cox 

 

18th September 2019. 

 

Okere Adventures Limited application to construct and operate a zipline (tourist attraction) in             

Okere Falls Scenic Reserve (Permission Application Number 71070-OTH) 

 

FMC was founded in 1931 and advocates on behalf of more than 21,000 members in 94 outdoor                 

clubs nationwide, as well as for the interests of the wider outdoor community. FMC affiliated               

clubs that are local to the area of this application include the Rotorua Tramping and Skiing Club,                 

the Kaimai Ramblers and the Nga-Tapuwae O Taneatua Tramping Club. The Okere Falls Scenic              

Reserve and Okere Awa/Kaituna River are well-known in our wider community for their beauty              

and majesty, and the scenic walking and adventurous and accessible kayaking opportunities.  

FMC acknowledges the tangata whenua Ngāti Pikiao, including the local hapu Ngāti Hinerangi             

and Ngāti Hinekura, the local community, including the Lake Rotoiti Scenic Reserve Board and              

the applicant Okere Adventures Limited. 

FMC has carefully considered our position in regard to this proposal and has decided to oppose it                 

for the reasons outlined below. FMC wishes to speak to this submission at a hearing should one                 

take place. 

 

Preserving public space and the common good 

FMC understands that the applicant has framed this proposal as an opportunity for economic              

development, the transmission of cultural values and the provision of recreational opportunity. 

FMC submits though that another lens to view the proposal through is the challenge of how best                 

to maintain public space for the protection of natural values and the enjoyment of recreational               

activities in the face of continued commercial expansion into the spaces in which we live our                

lives.  

In this regard it is worth emphasizing that, as recognized by the applicant, economic              

considerations are not relevant under conservation law to the question of whether this activity              

should be allowed on public conservation land. 
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A summary of statutory considerations 

Okere Fall Scenic Reserve is an area of land (and river) classified as a scenic reserve pursuant to                  

s19 of the Reserve Act 1977. The reserve is “controlled and managed” by the Lake Rotoiti Scenic                 

Reserve Board, appointed under s 30 of the same Act. However, the Minister of Conservation               

may, pursuant to s59A of the Act, consider concession applications in accordance with Part 3B of                

the Conservation Act 1987.  

FMC’s understanding is that this application is being considered under Part 3B of the              

Conservation Act and the rest of our submission reflects this. 

 

The requirements of an application under Part 3B of the Conservation Act 

Concession applications face a very high bar under the statute. 

The applicants are able to apply for a concession (s17R), but they must ensure that the contents                 

of the application enable its proper consideration (s17S). 

FMC considers that many of the requirements in s17S have not been met. In particular the                

description of the potential effects of the proposed commercial activity on recreational and             

scenic values is inadequate.  

This section of the Okere Awa/Kaituna river is one of, if not the most, significant recreational                

whitewater runs in New Zealand. It is a particularly important run for intermediate level kayakers               

seeking to hone their skills for longer more sustained and remote river challenges, and has               

hosted the World Rafting Championships. The power of the river and immersion in nature when               

paddling this run are enormous. The proposed ziplines cross the river corridor at least seven               

times, and several lines traverse sections of the river. It is not acceptable that the applicant has                 

not considered the impact of the proposed commercial activity on these recreationists. 

The forest of Okere Falls Scenic Reserve is also currently cherished by the wider public for its                 

scenic and serene beauty. Monthly visitation figures vary between 5000 - 20,000 people             

depending on the season. In our experience these include a wide variety of people: walkers,               

runners, family groups, young parents with buggies, domestic sightseers, and tourists. The            

immense presence of the river cutting through the forested valley in a state of natural beauty is a                  

significant aspect of this experience, as is the opportunity to enjoy quiet time with the river. It is                  

not acceptable that the applicant would reduce these recreationists’ peaceful experiences,           

stating simply that the proposed commercial activity which would lead to a consistent and              

dramatic increase in crowding in the reserve is “consistent with the existing recreational values”. 

FMC also notes there is little information provided about the details of the lease requested, the                

reasons for its duration, the reason for the proposed group sizes, or for the hours of operation. 

FMC believes that this application should have been either returned to the applicant under              

s17S(A), or further information requested under s17S(D). Since this has not happened, FMC urges              

the Minister to commission an independent assessment on the effects of this proposal on the               
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scenic and landscape values of the reserve, and on the experience of current and future               

recreational users of the Reserve, pursuant to s17S(E). This assessment will need to consider the               

significance of these recreational experiences in local, regional and national contexts. 

 

Matters to be considered by the Minister 

Pursuant to s17U the Minister, or their delegate, must weigh several statutory tests. 

s17(U)3 provides that “the Minister shall not grant an application for a concession if the               

proposed activity is contrary to the provisions of this Act or the purposes for which the land                 

concerned is held.” (emphasis added). Okere Falls Scenic Reserve is held “for the purpose of                

protecting and preserving in perpetuity for their intrinsic worth and for the benefit, enjoyment,              

and use of the public, suitable areas possessing such qualities of scenic interest, beauty, or               

natural features or landscape that their protection and preservation are desirable in the public              

interest” 

FMC’s position is that the proposal is highly abrasive to the scenic interest, beauty and landscape                

qualities of Okere Falls Scenic Reserve. There is little doubt that criss-crossing a small reserve               

with a series of long wires which in many instances traverse the river gorge, and will be occupied                  

regularly by tourists throughout the entire day, every day, and even into the night, will affect the                 

visual and aural aesthetic. 

This effect will extend to the public’s experience as they travel through the reserve on track and                 

encounter large groups of tourists and supporters at key scenic points and also on the public                

walking tracks. Knowing that these encounters or crowding will always occur will reduce the              

public’s appreciation and use of the reserve. Over time this will likely lead, to some extent, to                 

displacement of the public and appropriation of the place by the commercial interest. 

FMC would also like to observe that where the development of scenic reserves is contemplated               

in the Reserves Act (s19(2)(c), reference is to “open portions of the reserve”, where facilities are                

“necessary to enable the public to obtain benefit and enjoyment from the reserve”. The area               

being proposed for development is not “open” and the facilities being proposed are certainly not               

“necessary”. There is clear evidence that the “public is already obtaining benefit and enjoyment              

from the reserve. 

s17(U)4 provides that “The Minister shall not grant any application for a concession to build a                

structure or facility, or to extend or add to an existing structure or facility, where he or she is                   

satisfied that the activity—could reasonably be undertaken in another location that— (i) is             

outside the conservation area to which the application relates;” (emphasis added). 

FMC believes that there are numerous other places outside Okere Falls Scenic Reserve where this               

series of ziplines with associated structures could be built. This is evidenced by the success of                

other zipline operations in places that don’t have the same high level of natural and recreational                

values.  
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FMC acknowledges the applicant’s statement that “the cultural and ecological significance of the             

Kaituna River is a key reason for the proposed location of the proposed zipline attraction”, but                

observes that opportunities to accomplish cultural and ecological messaging and mahi already            

exist through the commercial rafting operations already established on the Okere Awa; more             

could be made of these opportunities.  

s17(U)1 provides that the Minister shall have regard to a variety of matters. These include               

matters we have raised already such as displacement of recreationalists and crowding and the              

diminishment of scenic and landscape values, and other issues such as the nature of the activity                

- is a tourist attraction with a primary focus on speed and excitement an appropriate use of this                  

already busy reserve? FMC tends to think that an informed assessment of these matters will lead                

to commercial development of this nature being considered inappropriate. 

 

Conservation Management Planning  

Conservation Management Strategies and Reserve Management Plans provide thoroughly         

considered agreed visions for the future of publicly owned spaces within a relevant statutory              

framework and provide bases for assessing potential effects. 

The Lake Rotoiti Scenic Reserve Board has no current management plan for the Okere Falls               

Scenic Reserve (though has signalled an intent to start consulting on one this year), while the Bay                 

of Plenty Conservation Management Strategy 1997-2007 contains little guidance for its specific            

management (perhaps the only provision that should be considered is 4.6.7 issue 5, where the               

document notes that concessions that result in perceptions of proprietary rights especially when             

livelihoods depend on them can result in difficulties at time of review).  

The lack of community consultation and agreement over the future of the reserve is problematic               

and raises the issue of whether such a major commercial development, with the potential to               

drastically change recreation patterns, should be approved in the absence of such planning and              

broader consideration of all possibilities for the reserve’s future? 

In the context of a lack of specific statutory planning, it is necessary to refer to Conservation                 

General Policy for decision-making guidance. Conservation General Policy is a statutory policy            

document that all relevant strategies and plans need to be consistent with, including Reserves              

Act Management Plans (s15A Reserve Act). 

Pertinent sections of Conservation General Policy - Chapter 9: Peoples Benefit and Enjoyment,             

include: 

- “New Zealanders and international visitors are attracted to public conservation          

lands and waters by the sights and sounds of wild nature, qualities of remoteness,              

peace and natural quiet, recreational challenges, opportunities to connect with our           

heritage,  or  to  just  get  away  from  the pressures of modern living” (emphasis added) 
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- “Recreational opportunities at places should be managed to avoid or otherwise minimise            

any adverse effects (including cumulative effects) on ... the qualities of peace and             

natural quiet, solitude, remoteness and wilderness, where present; and the experiences           

of other people” (emphasis added) 

- All activities on public conservation lands and waters which require a concession or             

other authorisation should, where relevant, avoid, remedy or mitigate any adverse           

effects (including cumulative effects) and maximise any positive effects on natural           

resources and historical and cultural heritage, and on the benefit and enjoyment of the              

public, including public access. (11.1b) 

These principles encapsulate how the Department of Conservation and other administering           

bodies have successfully managed our public conservation land, and ensured our natural            

environment and recreational opportunities are protected for future generations, over the last            

20 years. Reflecting on the principles it is hard to imagine how the proposed commercial               

attraction could possibly be consistent with their proper application, a reality which is reflected              

in the almost complete absence of similar commercial activity from public conservation areas             

regularly used for recreation across New Zealand. 

The applicant’s assessment of potential effects of the tourist attraction could be summarised as              

‘the damage is done, so anything goes’. A more appropriate approach might be that there have                

been cumulative effects detrimentally affecting the public’s benefit and enjoyment of the            

reserve, and that it may be time to reconsider even existing commercial use of the reserve,                

rather than sanctioning more.  

Additionally, the applicant is disingenuous in consideration of natural quiet. The application fails             

to assess the size of the proposed tourist attraction and the noise it will generate against the                 

relatively small size of the reserve. Information provided about noise generated by the zipline              

cable - “We have sourced a specialised zipline cable from Germany that is swaged. This reduces                

the noise by 66%.“ - is meaningless when no baseline is given. Moreover, while the application                

admits to noise generated by pulleys on cables, it fails to consider tourists’ shouts and screams.  

 

FMC’s position 

In summary, FMC believes that: 

1. The application is incomplete, because of the lack of rigorous assessment of the             

proposal’s impact on the reserve’s scenic and other natural values and on existing             

recreationists. As further information has not been requested from the applicant,           

it will be necessary for DOC to commission independent advice, which ideally            

would be made public in advance of any decision. 

2. The application should be declined because it is not consistent with the purpose             

for which the land is held. 
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3. The application should be declined because the attraction could reasonably be           

developed in another location. 

4. The application should be declined, because it is inconsistent with the principles of             

Conservation General Policy, including the recognition of and guarding against          

cumulative effects and the protection of natural quiet. 

5. The application should be declined in the absence of a community negotiated            

management plan for the reserve, which would allow assessment of a full range of              

alternative futures for the place consistent with Conservation General Policy. 

6. The application should be declined because of the activity’s negative effects,           

including crowding and detrimental visual and aural effects on a protected           

landscape that is already highly used and appreciated by the public. 

 

Best regards 

 

Jamie Stewart 

FMC Executive member 

Ph 027 767 4064 
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